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Topic:  One of the things that has been clearly evident during the past 35 months is an 
ever-increasing array of absurdities.   For anyone who actually paid attention, that is.  
There is a distinct reason for this increased flow of falsehoods – as falsehoods grow in 
proportions, they need more and more effort; more and more funding, just to keep them 
afloat.  The Truth, however, has a clean & effortless feeling about it.  It never has the 
need to jump out and by way of mass propaganda, force itself upon a population.
It is with this in mind that the latest absurdity (this paper’s headline) is revealing itself to
the masses... again if one chooses to see it!

Introduction

Lucifer claimed essentially that physical gravity and space-energy were inherent in the universe, 
available to all.  He based this incomplete presumption as proof that God did not actually exist, but was
only a fictitious tool used by Christ Michael (Jesus) to gain control over the population.  This was his 
‘evidence’ that he used to (mis)lead his followers to a notion of baseless, self autonomy.  
His tripartite ‘Declaration of Liberty’ will be covered in this paper, along with the proof of Lucifer’s 
blindness – revealing itself in undeniable terms – again, for anyone who chooses to recognize it.

Lucifer & Satan

There is only one reason to even bother with these 2 at this point – and that is because the globalist 
agenda and its massive capital reserves are obviously putting the empty notion of what they represent, 
in front of the public eye.  This is in keeping with all prior, relentless propaganda push efforts, for 
centuries now.

Lucifer was a divine-origin being who was an administrator of our Local System*.  His relative 
position, in keeping with his order of beings, placed him in this level of administration whereby his 
influence is relatively innocuous, given the grand scheme of things (*see following chart illustrating 
this relativity).  I say this, even when many on the planet may not be able to comprehend the actual 
relative nature of his influence, when it has caused so much devastation around them.

In any case here was an individual who was in the top 100, of over 700,000 personalities of his kind.  
From this level of capacity, he was able to convert many beings to his way of thinking.  One of these 
beings, resisted his efforts over a very long period of (earth) time.  But, eventually, Lucifer’s lieutenant,
Satan drifted over to the ‘Declaration’ and what it stood for.

It is both the relative level of their influence combined with the fact that they are also currently 
rendered impotent, at the least (awaiting adjudication), or have been terminated, subsequent to final 
adjudication (not completed as of 1934).  This statement carries several specifications, as regards the 
gift of “free will” and how it applies to the Lucifer/Satan situation.  It is however, not within the scope 
of this paper.



The Lucifer Declaration of Liberty

1) Denied the reality of the Universal Father.
2) Denied the validity of the Local Universe administration of the Creator Son – Michael.
3) Attacked the universal plan of ascendant mortal training.

The Burning (pun) Question:

“How could a divine-origin being, of such magnitude, ever convince himself to go relentlessly rogue?”
Preamble – within the Grand Universe, there are divine-origin beings (administrators with no 
“creature” experience) and creature origin beings (new souls born to 3D flesh, and who have the full 
opportunity to proceed through the universes of time and arrive at the doorstep of our all-loving 
Universal Father/God) [see refs].

The answer to the above question is simply the same answer when an ‘earth-being’ may decide to go 
against their own intuition -
a) they are gifted with a personality complete with Free Will, that has the full potential to have an 
eternal career in the Universe, and
b) by virtue of this Free Will, whether divine- or creature-originated, the receiver could be susceptible 
to a factor that may lead them astray – the ego.

Many may contest that a divine-origin being should be pure enough, for instance, to NOT be 
susceptible to a such ‘device’ as the ego.  But that would only be contested if one were not cognizant of
the Power, absoluteness and definition of Free Will.

The Declaration’s Crafty & Manipulative Intelligence

Making the claim that we should be Sovereign beings with the full authority of the Universe is 
extremely close to the Truth.  God’s Truth.  This is the hook that folks will find with the promises of the
Declaration, and with the legions of subscribers, who may align with this ideology currently.

The problem is that allegiance to this ideology is precisely why we are in this turmoil on the planet 
now.  This was always going to come to this because, “the seeds of destruction are contained within 
every thought, word or deed”.  This paper will continue to proceed with this discussion to illustrate the 
clear-cut faults that the rebellion has produced on our planet, some just becoming evident now.  The 
conclusion will give a stark realization.

Lucifer’s Blindness Manifesting NOW

For the clear-cut issues manifesting now, complete with their devastating & painful attributes, for 
many, we need to see what is occurring with the children in North America (possibly the world).  No 
one wants to point out pain & devastation.  But to not point it out:
a) restricts one from correcting it, and
b) allows it to continue.



Essentially what is occurring in the school system now is a shortsighted promise disguised as liberty, 
freedom & diversity.  “Children should be allowed to decide, with full authority (see Declaration) who 
and what they want to be.”  Again, this is extremely close to the Truth.  God’s Truth.  

The complete deception however lay with the following points:
1) the decisions that are thrust upon children now - are decisions they are incapable of making at that 
age,
2) the proven dire consequences, by way of experiential clinical analysis & testimonial declarations, are
proof of 1).

Conclusion

Evil & well-financed falsehood is the cause of much pain for our population.  This has been the case 
for centuries.  However, this particular ‘Transitional Truth-Emergence’ phase is the opportunity to stop 
the (karmic) cycling, that is palpably getting worse.  This opportunity can be had by realizing the 
following:

1) the Satanist ideology is the backing for the globalist eugenics movement,
2) this Satanist ideology is being overtly thrust upon the population by way of hollywood, media, sports
and societal infrastructure (‘after school Satan club’ – California, etc.),
3) there is a conflict in nature with the presence of 1) & 2) that the mass population may be missing and
that is fully illustrated by this:

Those who fall into the propaganda (yet again!) and assume the Satanist ideology, will be removed of 
the Power and strength to properly deal with and survive the coming melee, that will occur when the 
population finally recognizes just what the eugenics ideology has in store for them.  It is truly an ugly 
conclusion/realization of the fault of the Lucifer Declaration and the Satanic ideology.
Aligning with Love & Truth brings protection & freedom... not doing so (satanism), not so much.

Relative Innocuousness of Lucifer’s Position

Unit                                  Our #                                Contains                                       Details  
Central Universe – God’s domain – >1 billion planets

Superuniverse 7 20 major sectors
Major Sector 5 100 minor sectors
Minor Sector 3 100 local universes
Local Universe 84 100 constellations Creator Son Michael’s Domain
Constellation 70 100 systems
Local System 24 1000 inhabited worlds Lucifer – administrator
Earth/Urantia 606/619
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